Miniature Low Current Thin Film Fuses

KEY FEATURES

» Industry’s Lowest Current Ratings: 28mA to 200mA
» Smallest Case Size in Industry: 0402, 0603
» Fast Acting
» Post Fusing Resistance > 1MΩ
» High Reliability
» Approvals: UL, cUL, RoHS, IATF

Protect your products using industry smallest Low Current Fuses

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
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» Accu-P Tight Tolerance Capacitors
» Accu-L Tight Tolerance Capacitors
» High Directivity Couplers
» Wide Band Couplers

» Hybrid 3dB 90° Coupler
» Band Pass Filters
» Low Pass Filters
» Low Current Fuses

Vehicle tampering will inject a current pulse into the fuse. The blown fuse will then prevent access to the read/write function on the car's computer.